1. Brief Introduction Of The Show - History of Modern Politics
2. Brief Intro of Chris and the WAL Network. Acknowledge political bias. Plug CSS and
Liberty Explained.
a. “My podcasting career's central mission is to create independent thinkers that are
immune from manipulation by politicians and their grifters. Maybe at one point, it
was to tell people what to think, get people elected, or take over a movement, but
I view my role differently after almost 20 years in politics and media.
b. If we can show an audience how to think by guiding them through our confusing
information ecosystem, it liberates them. Once someone knows critical players,
where most of them find their ideas and those central arguments are, these
informed individuals are harder to control and manipulate. The We Are
Libertarians Podcast Network's mission statement is to "Sound Smarter" while
talking to your friends. Learning about the ideas of liberty enriches a person, and
I hope this new vehicle will greatly benefit you.”
3. Intro of Matt’s background and why he is interested in the project and history.
4. What are the goals for this show?
a. We have three goals for this:
i.
To understand modern politics, people must have an understanding of
how current arguments have developed. One can learn a lot of insight
about current events by examining the past.
ii.
To understand the long fight for liberty and why we cannot squander it.
iii.
We want to define libertarianism, conservatism, and progressivism
through intellectual history.
iv.
Guide the listener to resources to learn more about the subjects briefly
covered in the series,
5. How will we accomplish this? Brief overview of timeline and subject matter.
6. Why will we be so Euro-centric? - Define Worldviews.
7. Break down of the differences between the great man theory of history, cultural history,
and social history. As we are interested in our modern politics, we will spend a lot of time
on political movements and intellectual history, but along the way we will share the life
experiences of common people as a marker to judge our own position in history.
8. What is the speed and availability of the show? Two a month.
9. Call to action: Sign up for email on website. historyofmodernpolitics.com
10. Supporters of the show will get access to the videos, outlines and bibliographies, as well
as early release of Chapters. All WAL Patrons get lifetime access, so you can also join at
JoinWALPlus.com.
11. Email us at Chris@chrisspangle.com or MWittlief@gmail.com.

